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Crusade in Corinth, 1989-1996 
τhis year's celebration of the centennial of the Corinth Excavations coincides with Charles Κ. Williams , Il 's thirtieth year as its 
Field Director. Here he tells of excavations at ' 'remple Ε, '' which took an unexpected turn seven years ago. 

Scholars in what is termed a school of 
classical studies might well wonder why 
excavation at a training site would focus 
ση Frankish levels continuously for more 
than seven years, more so when those 
levels cover an important Roman temenos , 
or sacred enclosure, near the heart of the 
city, and when there are Greek levels to 
be dug beneath the temenos . Ι offer the 
following to explain the recent Frankish 
focus of the School 's excavations at 
Corinth. 

In 1989 an excavation program was 
planned to free the southwest corner of the 
temenos of Temple Ε and then to continue 
westward, its goal to excavate the whole 
ofthe Roman temenos. We hoped that this 
project would complete the work in and 
around the sanctuary of Temple Ε before 
one had to say, "We Corinthians have 
been excavating that monument for a hun
dred years." We also hoped to find ar
chaeological evidence which would iden
tify the deity or deities to whom the sanc
tuary was dedicated. 

Clearing at the east end of the temenos 
of Temple Ε started early in the century . 
By the end of 1903, enough of the north 
wing of the W est Shops had been un
covered for excavators to declare they had 

defined the west side of Corinth 's ancient 
Greek agora. The northernmost six shops , 
limited ο η their south side by a cement and 
rubble ramp, were considered at the time 
to be the whole building, prompting 
William Bell Dinsmoor to commence the 
task ofpublishing the West Shops between 
1909 and 1911. Only later , when a mirror 
image of the six northern shops was 
cleared south of the ramp, did the ful\ plan 
ofthe West Shops become clear. Suddenly 
the monument had expanded into a build
ing with two end towers, a central ramp, 
and twelve shops; the monument was twice 
as large as had been thought in 1909. 
Clearer also was the design of the W est 
Shops. The central ramp was a staircase 
which served as a monumental entrance in
to the temenos of Temple Ε rather than 
simply part of a stoa that defined the 
western side of the forum . The new func
tion ofthe West Shops was recognized, but 
the building retained its original name. 

In 1933 , Sterling Dow excavated a 
building with impluvium and marble floors 
just west of the northwest corner of the 
temenos. It became clear later that the en
trance to the building was through the west 
stoa ofthe temenos . However, at the time 
the stoa was totally buried and the corner 

of the temenos was still to be discovered. 
In 1965 James Κ. Anderson and a team 
from the University of California at 
Berkeley expanded the Dow excavation. 
After clearing late walls from the area, the 
northwest corner of the temenos became 
easily recognizable. In 1973, upon the 
death of his father , William Bell 
Dinsmoor, Jr . turned over to the Corinth 
Excavations the original drawings of the 
West Shops and the surrounding temenos, 
and an incomplete manuscript. Among the 
papers were supplementary drawings that 
had been made by William Bell Dinsmoor, 
Jr . (Fig . 1) . 

At this point Ι decided to take on the 
publication. Since the West Shops were 
now recognized as only the eastern stoa of 
an architectural frame that enclosed Tem
ple Ε, and since the end towers ofthe West 
Shops bonded the shops to the north and 
south stoas, it seemed best to expand the 
publication to include all four stoas of the 
enclosure. Such an expansion appeared to 
involve less work than one might have first 
imagined. The stoa ση the south side of the 
temenos certainly was replicated on the 
north side, and the stoa along the west end 
was probably quite similar to the two 

continued on page 2 
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Fig . Ι: West Shops at Corίnth , drawn by Willίam Bell Dίnsmoor, Jr. 
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Fig. 2: East end of Byzantίne church wίth Frankίsh hospίce ίn the background, lookίng 

towards Acrocorίnth . 

Corinth 
cοιιιίrιΙJed frοιΙΙ page Ι 

tlanking stoas , if not an exact continuation 
of the design. Since the northwest corner 
of the temenos and about half of the north 
stoa had already been excavated , that left 
only a few specific , stratified levels 
associated with the temenos to dig before 
the final publication. The hope was that 
those strata would produce the evidence to 
date the construction of the West Shops. 

It was also hoped that we would find 
abandoned or reused architectural 
members that would supply information 
for a paper restoration of the north, south 
and west stoas. We thus began excavation 
at the south tower of the W est Shops and 
worked westward, where the existing scarp 
still preserved a telling sequence of strata, 
and where the foundation trenches were 
rich with material. It was out of the ques
tion to start on the north side of the 
temenos. It had already been cleared to 

Fig. 3: Lookίng souιh froιn ι·hurch (ίn foreground, narthex ίn center of pίcture) towards com
plex later ίdentified as an ίnn and hospίtal. 
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bedrock and was covered by the present
day Corinth Archaeological Museum, its 
addition, and Shear House. 

The field" oνerlying the south side of the 
temenos of Temple Ε had already been 
bought by the School for the purpose of 
excavation . The land had been plowed for 
years and a prelίminary sherding of the 
area produced a rnix of Turkish and 
modem sherds. J ust to the east of this field , 
Henry S. Robinson had found and exca
vated what appeared to be the westernrnost 
quarter of the Middle Byzantine village. 
There only some rather scrappy Frankish 
walls had covered the Byzantine remains . 

As had been hoped, the Temple Ε cam
paign of 1989 exposed a long portion of 
the foundations of the back wall and four 
interior columns of the southern stoa, 
although nothing was preserved above 
foundation level. In 1990 a large number 
of Frankish coins were recoνered from a 
gravel court that would have to be remov
ed in order to continue the excavation of 
the Roman stoa. The latest coins were of 
Philip ofTarento, struck between 1307 and 
1313 A.D . Some were counterfeit, with 
the forgeries either cut or folded . What 
was the exact significance of the canceled 
coins? Our resident nurnismatist , Orestes 
Zervos, took that problem in hand and is 
now working on a final study of the 
forgeries . At the same time we uncovered 
the foundations and lower walls of a small 
but well-built church of Byzantine p1an 
(Fig. 2) . This has now been identified as 
a monastic church of the twelfth century 
that had been converted into a burial chapel 
by the Frank.s who took over Corinth after 
the Fourth Crusade (1202-1204). 
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This was the turning point and we decid
ed not to descend to lower levels until we 
understood somewhat better the Franlάsh 
levels that were under excavation . Im
mediately southwest of the Byzantine 
church we slowly cleared a large complex 
with a central court, now identified as an 
inn and hospital (Fig. 3) . Some ofthe best 
evidence for this came from a room ex
cavated in 1993 and identified as a phar
macy (Fig. 4). There we found a concen
tration of medical containers known as 
albarelli, which suggested the room' s 
function. 

By the end of the 1994 excavation 
season , with the help of literary sources 
and laboratory experts, we were able to 
start malάng sense of the huge bulk of 
evidence that was accumulating so quickly. 
The pottery was not alllocal; in fact most 
of the glazed wares found in contexts of 
the last quarter of the 13th century, and 
down to the Catalan sack of Corinth in 
1312 A.D. , were imported. The Catalan 
raid appears to have reduced Corinth to a 
shadow of its 13th century self; life still 
went ο η, but not without adversity . Ι η 

1358 Corinth was ceded to Niccolo Ac
ciaiouli ; within forty years it became 
Byzantine and finally in 1458 it fell to the 
Turks . UnJike the 13th century levels, the 
post-Catalan remains generally are poorly 
preserved or , more commonly , trenches 
robbed even of their foundation stones. 
Α number of the observations made in 

the course of excavation have raised ques
tions , both economic and political , that 
needed to be addressed. The skeletons 
found around the burial chapel became 
evidence which experts could use to ex
amine a segment of the local population of 
the Franlάsh period by race , gender , age 
and health . Two physical anthropologists 
have become publishing members of the 
project. One is Ethne Barnes , the other 
Markku Niskanen , the 1995-96 Lawrence 
Angel Fellow of the Wiener Laboratory . 
Α third anthropologist, Arthur Η. Rohn, 
works at Corinth in the summer, devoting 
his time to the careful excavation of still 
more graves , many of which contain multi
ple burials and need speciaJ attention dur
ing excavation. It soon became c\ear that 
a much better record of the material was 
possible when an anthropologist handled 
the exhuming. Α specialist could make a 
precise analysis of the skeletons before 
they were lifted, rather than after the bones 
had been moved and stored (Fig. 5). In situ 
examination was especially useful when 
the bones were soft or partially decayed . 

Fig. 4: Court lookίng east wίth pharmacy room at top rίght . 

Little tricks , such as bagging the bones of 
each hand and foot separately and string
ing the vertebrae as they were removed 
from the grave, were things that we \earn
ed made the work of the physical an
thropologist easier . 

Hand in hand with the study of death 
came the study of garbage. The bothroi 
were sieved for all bone with the hope that 
from those remains , elements of the local 
diet could be distinguished . Ultimately , we 
hope to relate the degree of malnutrition 
of the population to the information 
retrieved from the lάtchen middens . 

The well-preserved state of the remains 
and the amount and variety of material 
recovered each season in the Franlάsh 
levels have rai sed a barrage of new ques
tions. In trying to answer these questions 
we have added to the Corinth team scholars 
from outside our own field of expertise. 
The Wiener Laboratory has been a great 
comfort, always responding to our calls for 
help. Answers have,.•come from scholars 
such as Christopher Hayward , a geologist 
worlάng on the limestones of Corinth and 
the Corinthia, concentrating on the ancient 
quarry sites. Ruth Siddell has examined the 

Fig . 5: Skeleton at Corίnth ίn sίtu. 
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cements used at Corinth , from Greek 
through Franlάsh. Through her work, we 
can separate Greek and Roman cements , 
and will be able to describe them precise
ly in future publications. Ethne Barnes, 
Arthur Η. Rohn , and Markku Niskanen 
are each worlάng on a special project that 
deals with the skeletal material . Some of 
the fauna has been studied by Justin Lev
Tov ; future work will be done by Lynn 
Snyder. 

Ι have learned a lesson from digging 
these relatively late levels : if the levels are 
well preserved and rich with habitation 
debris , be it roof tiles or the bones of a 
shrew , a team of excavators and specialists 
worlάng together can make the material 
extremely exciting , particularly in the ex
change of ideas sparked by their work
especially at the Hill House dining table. 
It has been exciting to watch the diverse 
routes scholars in other disciplines take in 
investigating the potential generated by the 
material itself. Any cultural period can be 
exciting when one is handling artifacts and 
worlάng with history , but it just happens 
that the period of the Fourth Crusade may 
be the best. 
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This year 's celebration of the lOOth an
niversary of the School ' s Corinth Excava
tions gives cause for reflection on what has 
been discovered about the city through the 
excavation of strata from the prehistoric 
through the modern period , and on the 
hundreds of people who have been 
associated with the excavations through the 
years. Το honor the anniversary, an exhibi
tion , whose theme is taken from these 
refl ections, will open in the town hall of 
Ancient Corinth in June , moving to the 
Gennadius Library in December . Α 

catalogue, available in both Greek and 
English , will accompany the exhibit. 

Drawn almost entirely from the over 
10 ,000 photographs of the Corinth Exca
vation Archive , the exhibit is a scrapbook 
of the excavation itself, of the people from 
the village who have worked for the ex
cavation, and the Members of the School 
who have made excavation in Ancient Cor
inth possible . The photographs here , an 
abridged version of the exhibition, show 
the earliest years of excavation down to the 
present day , and record the steps toward 
today 's understanding of the monuments . 
The text indicates how reconstructions of 
buildings , interpretations of ritual , and 
understandings of area-use have changed 
with the evolution of excavation technique 
and the proliferation of excavated material . 

Elizabeth Langridge 

Fourui αnd photogrαphed ίn 1914, the reclining 
Romαn belongs to α group of stαtues depίctίng 
members off the Julίo-Clαudίαn fαmίly 
dίscovered wίthίn the Julίαn Βαsίlίcα , thus 
gίvίng the bαsίlίcα ίts modern nαme. 

Peίrene Fountαίn wαs one of the eαrlίest monuments dίscovered. lt wαs ίmportαnt to the eαrly 

excαvαtors both becαuse ίt wαs α lαndmαrk by whίch other plαces ίn Ραusαnίαs' text could be 
pίnpoίnted, αnd because it wαs α well-known monument ίn Greek tίmes . Vίsίble ίn thίs 

photogrαph is the Late Romαn cίrculαr pool whίch wαs removed ίn 1900. 

The eαrly yeαrs of excαvαtίons reveαled the lαck of Myceneαn remαins ίn the lαter cίty 
center. Under the αegίs of the Corίnth excavαtίon permit, Cαrl W. Blegen spent α number of 
yeαrs seαrchίng ίn the Corίnthία for other possίble sίtes for the mαjor Myceneαn center thαt 
he felt must exίst. His 1914-16 excavαtion αnd publίcαtίon of the Myceneαn sίte αt Korαkou , 

down to the bluff αbove the Lechαίon Hαrbor of the Clαssίcαl cίty, ίs , even todαy, αn exαm
ple of fine field technίque. Shown here, ίn αn eαrly photogrαph , is House Ρ, lookίng north to 
the Gerαnίon mountaίn rαnge. 
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Mαny well-known persons connected wίth 
clαssίcal studίes hαve spent some time in 
Corinth, either in their student dαys or 
lαter. One person is Glαdys Dαvidson 
Weinberg. Photogrαphed in 1933 when she 
came to Corίnth αs α student, her scholαrly 
αssociαtion wίth the excαvαtion hαs con
tinued ιο the present dαy. Her 1952 volume, 
Corinth ΧΙΙ: the Minor Objects, contαins αn 
αmαzing rαnge of dαted αrtifαcts, well
reseαrched αnd profusely illustrαted. 

Once the whole of the Romαn forum wαs cleαred, excαvαιion in the 1960 's αnd 1970's focused 
on the remαins of the Greek period. Explorαtions in the αreα southwest of the forum in
dicated thαt until the building of the South Stoα, the south side of the Greek rαcetrαck thαt 
rαn the length of the lαter Romαn Forum hαd been occupied by domestic buildings. The lαck 
of public buildings in this αreα reinforces the hypothesis, formed αfter excavαtions to the 
north of the rαcetrαck, thαt the αreα of the Romαn Forum never served αs the Greek αgοrα. 
Shown here αre Buildings I, ll αnd l/1, from the eαst. 

ln 1990, the Corinth Museum suffered one 
of the worst αrt thefts , for the sheer number 
of objects stolen, ever perpetrαted in 

From the eαrly 1970's on, α regulαr trαίning progrαm hαs existed which offers αll Regulαr 
Members of the School the opportunity to spend αt leαst two weeks in Corinth leαrning the 
bαsic techniques of excavαtion. Shown here αre members of the 1979 trαining session (V. 
Hαnsen , Μ. Pαyne, S. Oberhelmαn, J. Evαns αnd W. Murrαy) reαding pottery αι Pietrie wίth 
Chαrles Κ. Williαms, ll. 

Greece. The thieves entered the museum 
through the interίor courtyαrd αt night αnd 
took over 200 objects. Despite the fαct thαt 
αll the objects hαd been photogrαphed αnd 
many published, αnd thαt α list of missing 
objects wαs in the hαnds of the αuthorities 
wίthin dαys of the breαk-in, the objects hαve 
yet to be recovered. Among them wαs this 
terrαcottα head of α man, probαbly from α 
pedίmentαl composition, 5th century Β. C. 
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Library News 

Ahrweίler Gίves Lecture 
The 15th Aππua l Fraπc i s R. Waltoπ 

Lecture was preseπted by Heleπe 
Ahrweiler , Rector of the Europeaπ 

U πiversity , οπ March 19, 1996 at the Geπ
πadius Library. She opeπed her lecture, 
" Problems of Greek Coπtiπuity, " with a 
geπeral di scussioπ of the biased use aπd 
idealizatioπ of history . Arhweiler stated 
that the eπemies of history are sileπce aπd 
falsificatioπ aπd that the complex course 
of history has 1 ίttle affiπity with selective 
coπtiπuity. Ι π receπt years the coπtiπuity 
of Greek civilizatioπ has formed the sub
ject of political debate, which has examjπ
ed laπguage aπd religioπ , to meπtioπ but 
two factors, ίπ establishiπg liπks with the 
past. 

The lecture was followed by the opeπiπg 
at the Gennadeioπ ofthe exrubitioπ , ' Ίοaπ
πίs Makriyaππis aπd the Greek War of Iπ
depeπdeπce of 1821 , '' which celebrates the 
!75th annjversary of the declaratioπ of war 
οπ March 25 , 1821. The exhibitioπ is 
ceπtered arouπd 24 paiπtiπgs commissioπ
ed by Geπeral Makriyaππis to commem
orate the eveπts ofthe war. The paiπtiπgs , 
by Paπayotis ( or Demetrios?) Zographos 
aπd his soπs, were created as aπ editioπ of 
four, for preseπtatioπ to Kiπg Otto of 
Greece aπd the represeπtatives of Eπglaπd, 
Fraπce , aπd Russia . The Kiπg ' s editioπ , 
lost iπ 1840 iπ Italy aπd recovered by Johπ 
Geππadius some 70 years later , is beiπg 
exhibited by the Geππadeioπ for the first 
time after receπt coπservatioπ by Julie 
Browπ of the laboratory of the Beπakj 
Museum. The coπservatioπ was spoπsored 
by the publishiπg house ADAM, which is 
prepariπg a book οπ the Makriyannjs paiπt
iπgs , due to appear this comiπg fall. 

Ιπ additioπ to the paiπtiπgs, the exhibi
tioπ includes valuable related material from 

Dancers ίn the Gennadeίon garden. 

the Library ' s collectioπs. Amoπg these are 
a peπcil portrait of Geπeral Makriyaππis; 

Greek jourπals pri πted ίπ Paris aπd Vienna 
relatiπg to the Revolutioπ ; pictures of the 
siege aπd heroic exodus of Missoloπghi ; 

the last portrait of Lord Byroπ , who gave 
his life to the cause of Greek iπde

peπdeπce ; accouπts of the sea battle of 
Navariπo ; aπd documeπts οπ Capodistria, 
the first Goverπor of the Greek State, as 
well as Kiπg Otto. 

The exhibitioπ will coπtiπue at the Geπ
πadeioπ through late November. 

ARGOS Project Update 
November 1995 marked the begiππiπg 

of the ARGOS (Archaeological Greek Oπ
Liπe System) Project at the Blegeπ 

Library. Accordiπg to a feasibility study , 
completed ίπ 1990, the Blegeπ was showπ 
to be the best orgaπized amoπg all archae
ologicallibraries ίπ Atheπs . Based οπ that 
study, the Documeπtatioπ Ceπter of the 
Helleπic Natioπal Research Fouπdatioπ, 
which adrrurusters the program, decided to 
iπitiate the project by computeriziπg the 
Blegeπ 's Greek book collectioπ first. Ιπ 

late November a team of computer 
operators set up ίπ the Davis Wiπg of the 
Library aπd begaπ work uπder the super
visioπ of the Project's admiπistrator, 
George Skretas, aπd the Blegeπ ' s Actiπg 

Librariaπ, Demetra Photiades. 
The Jack of a pilot program for such a 

project ίπ Greece has resulted ίπ various 
kjπds of difficulties , ίπ additioπ to maπy 
catalogiπg problems that will have to be 
solved as the work progresses. Το thjs eπd, 
the Actiπg Librariaπ has geπerously 

voluπteered her free time, ίπ cooperatioπ 
with the ARGOS admirustrator, to help im
plemeπt the program. 

This first phase of the ARGOS Project, 
eπteriπg the Greek book collectioπs iπ all 
of the archaeological libraries, is expected 
to be completed to~ards the eπd of 1996. 

' 
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Stroud Elected 
Mellon Professor 

At the December '95 meeting of the 
Maπagiπg Committee, Ronald S. 
Stroud, Professor of Classics at the 
Uπiversity of Califorπia at Berkeley , 
was voted the Aπdrew W. Melloπ 
Professor of Classical Studies for 
1996-1999. 

Iπterπatioπally recogπized for his 
distiπguished work in Greek epig
raphy, Mr. Stroud has served, siπce 
1979, as co-editor with H.W. Pleket 
of the Supplementum Epίgraphίcum 
Graecum. Siπce his year at the School 
ίπ 1959-60, when he was Thomas Day 
Seymour and Canada Council Fellow, 
he has remaiπed an active participant 
in the School community. He served 
as Secretary ofthe School from 1961-
1963, was Capps Fellow ίπ 1964-65, 
aπd returned often after that, including 
a year as Whitehead Professor ίπ 

1993-94. 
As Field Director, Mr. Stroud led 

excavatioπs ίπ the Sanctuary of 
Demeter aπd Persephone ίπ Ancieπt 
Coriπth from 1961-65, together with 
Nancy Bookjdίs , now Assistant Direc
tor ofCoriπth. They have co-authored 
the forthcorrung Sanctuary of Demeter 
and Kore: Archίtecture and Topogra
phγ: Corίnth ΧVΙΙΙ,ίίί. Since 1965 Mr. 
Stroud has been οπ the faculty at UC/ 
Berkeley, where he has directed maπy 
dissertatioπs by Ph .D. caπdidates who 
themselves have goπe οπ to become 
Members and Associate Members of 
the Schoo\. 

Clean Monday Celebratίon 
The Geππadius Library gardeπ was the 

site of aπ open air celebratioπ of " Clean 
Moπday" on February 26th , the first day 
of Leπt. Orgaπized by Geππadeioπ Direc
tor Haris Kalligas , about 400 people 
gathered ίπ the gardeπ to eπjoy the special 
food of the day prepared by the School 
staff aπd to taste excelleπt Nemea wiπe. 
The day 's events , which begaπ at ποοη aπd 
weπt οπ into the night , iπcluded an exhibi
tioπ of photographs from 19th ceπtury 
celebratioπs of this same occasion, aπd 
traditiona\ Greek soπg and dance to music 
by folksiπger , Domna Samiou , and her 
musicians. Amoπg the distinguished guests 
was Athens Mayor Dimitris Α vramo
poulos . Based ο π the success of this year 's 
Cleaπ Monday party , the Library plans to 
make it an anπual traditioπ . 



School Reports 
Archίtectura Athenaea: 
Athenian Archίtecture in 
the Age of Augustus 

There is a long-standing premise that 
through the restoration and repair of an
cient monuments such as the Erechtheion, 
the architects and craftsmen of Augustan 
Athens developed a studied appreciation 
for the antique, a trait which is not only 
reflected in their redevelopment of the city, 
but which seems to have made its way into 
the heart of the Empire in the architecture 
of the Forum of Augustus in Rome (c. 2 
B.C .). 

Reconstructing this Athenian architec
tural revival is the objective of my research, 
and Ι have spent my time in Athens tracing 
the work of the architects and craftsmen 
of the period through a series of monu
ments in the Agora and ση the Acropolis . 
For me such major undertakings as the 
restoration of the Erechtheion or the con
struction of the Odeion of Agrippa were 
very real architectural projects in which the 
architects and craftsmen of the period were 
attempting to " remake" Athens-what 
was perhaps the original "city made of 
marble" (Suetonius 28.3)-to suit the 
Augustan image of the antique. What that 
image was, and how it was recreated by 
these craftsmen, are the central questions 
of my research . My dissertation comprises 
a series of architectural case studies of 
Augustan projects focusing on such issues 
as the siting of the monument, the methods 

1he Erechtheίon, late 18th century engravίng by L.F. Cassas. Benakί Museum 

of construction, the proportioning of the 
order, and particularly the forms and carv
ing of the ornament. In the coming year 
Ι hope to complete my work through a 
study of how the antique was finally woven 
into the architecture of Late Augustan 
Rome through the marbles of the Forum 
of Augustus . 

My work in Athens has given me 
" hands-on" experience with the marbles 
of the Augustan period, as well as with 
their inspiration . Ι have come to see this 
architectural revival not so much as the 
product of a school of architects and crafts
men in the art historical sense of the word, 

but instead, as a schoo\ ίη the very literal 
sense because these craftsmen were \earn
ing from architectural precedent, or what 
Vitruvius would have referred to as the 
work of the "ancients." Not unlike the an
tiquarians of the 18th century, the spolia 
of Athens captivated the architects and 
craftsmen of the Augustan Age. In recon
structing this school ofthe antique, there is 
much to learn about the Augustan image 
of Athens ·in the early years ofthe Empire 
and the way in which that image was 
crafted into marble. 

Jeffrey Burden 
Gorham Phillips Stevens Fellow 1995-96 

Characterizing the Mount Pentelikon Marble Quarries Earrings: Α Window into 
the Ancient World 

The Mount Pentelikon quarries have 
been a primary source of white marble 
since the early fifth century B.C ., with 
their fine-to-medium-grain marble highly 
prized by ancient Greeks and Romans for 
statuary and architectural monuments . My 
current work is to perform the first 
systematic characterization study of these 
important quarries . The existing Pentelic 
quarry database is limited by past attempts 
to obtain a single characteristic signature 
for the entire quarry field. This approach 
assumed that the quarry region was 
isotopical\y and geochemical\y homo
geneous. Only recently have researchers 
recognized the presence of geochemical 
and stable isotopic anomalies throughout 
the Pentelic quarries . 

This dissertation research aims to 
characterize the chemica\ anomalies of 
Mount Pentelikon , and, by so doing, 
enhance the reso\ution of the Pentelic 

quarry database. Αtι extensive field survey 
of the entire region was performed , 
locating and cataloguing over 165 quaπies, 
both ancient and ,' modern , on Mount 
Pentelikon . Α geologic survey was also 
completed to place the quarries within their 
geologic context. Samples are currently 
being col\ected for each mapped quarry , 
and it is estimated that approximately 
2,000 samples will be collected overall . 

Stained petrographic thin-sections of 
each sample are being studied in a variety 
of ways to determine the maximum car
bonate grain size, dolomitic content, as 
well as the presence of other accessory 
minerals. Qualitative analysis of the thin
sections produces an assessment of each 
sample's fabric, including the quality of 
grain boundaries and distribution of grain 
sizes; stable isotope spectroscopy com
pares ratios of carbon and oxygen; and 

contίnιι.ed on page 1 I 
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One of the most recognizable images of 
archaeology is the photograph of Sophia 
Schliemann bedecked, or more accurately, 
overwhelmed, with gold jewelry discover
ed at Troy by her husband, Heinrich 
Schliemann. This photograph not only 
reminds us that early archaeology was 
often driven by the hunt for treasure , but 
also demonstrates the strong emotional 
response to ancient jewelry , above almost 
any other artifact, which was seen again 
in the recent resurfacing of this gold in 
Russia, and the subsequent controversy 
concerning its permanent housing . While 
there is no doubt of its aesthetic appeal, 
even more important is the contribution 
jewelry can make to our understanding of 
ancient society. An analysis of earrings 
discovered in Greece, the Black Sea, Asia 
Minor, and Magna Graecia, dating from 

contiιιιιed οιι page 11 
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7ed and Elaίne Athanassίades 

The 70th Anniversary of the Gennadius 
Library was celebrated this spring in 
Athens and in the U.S. On April 29th, 
under the Honorary Chairmanship of 
Senator Paul S. Sarbanes, Gennadeion 
Trustee Ted Athanassiades and the 
School 's U.S. Director Catherine deG. 
Vanderpool hosted a dinner at The Sky 
Club in New Υ ork . The hosts were joined 
by Christine Sarbanes , Gennadeion 

Lίnda Noe Laίne and 7ed Athanassίades 

Spίros Mylonas and Catherίne Vanderpool 

Trustee and wife of Senator Sarbanes, and 
Ted Athanassiades' wife Elaine, in enter· 
taining the evening's honored guests, dis· 
tinguished heads of Greek and Americar 
business, industry and philanthropy . In ad· 
dition , on April 23rd there was a concerl 
at the Library honoring both the Gen· 
nadeion and the lOOth anniversary ο' 

Dimitri Mitropoulos. 
~ 

John and Margot Catsimatίdίs 

Αι the 2nd Inιernaιίonal Conference on Ancίenι Εlίkί, held December 1-3, 1995 αι ιhe 
Archaeological Museum of A igίon and co-sponsored by the ASCSA, (jrom left) School 
Direcιor W.D.E. Coulson , organίzer Dora Kaιsanopoulou , and ιhe Demarchos of Αίgίοn. 

8 

Elίsabeι Valvί 's bust of ιhe laιe Caι·l W. 
Blegen, commίssίoned by ιhe Frίends of 
Anιίquίty of Hora and funded by donaιίons 
ιο the Pylos Regίonal Archaeologίcal 

Project, was ίnstalled last year outsίde ιhe 
A rchaeologίcal Museum of Hora ίn lastίng 
recognίtίon of hίs dίscovery of the nearby 
Bronze Age Palace of Nestor. 

~ 

Το mark the 100th anniversary ofthe Cor
inth excavations, the Board of Trustees of 
the ASCSA is holding its spring meeting 
in Corinth on June 7, 1996, where they 
will be joined by the Gennadius Library 
Trustees , who meet in Athens on the 
previous day. Centennial ce\ebrations 
planned for members of the two boards and 
their guests include a reception at the 
School in Athens on June 6. The entire 
Corinth community will gather at the Cor
inth town hall for the opening of an exhibi
tion of historical photographs on Friday 
morning June 7, while that evening the 
Trustees will honor Charles Κ. Williams, 
Π for his thirty years of service as Field 
Director ofthe Corinth Excavations . After 
a tour of the site on Saturday , the Trustees 
will travel to Monemvasia , as guests of 
Gennadeion Director Haris Kalligas. 
They will spend the next day visiting 
Monemvasia and Mystra before returning 
to Athens that evening for dinner at Trustee 
Robert Α. McCabe and his wife Dina's 
home in the Plaka. 

~ 

The spring meeting of the Managing Com
mittee of the ASCSA was followed by a 
symposium, held at the Institute of Fine 
Arts, New York University , on May 11th, 
marking the publication of Agora XXV!l/: 
The Lawcourts at Athens: Sίtes, Buίldίngs, 
Equίpment, Procedure and Testίmonίa , 

edited by Alan L. Boegehold. Symposium 
speakers included Eva Cantarella, the 
University of Milan, · Adele Scafuro , 
Brown University , Ronald Stroud, 
University of California, Berkeley, and 
Sfephen Todd, University of Keele , U.Κ. 



Evelyn Harrίson and John Oakley partίcίpated 
ίn the ίnternatίonal conference, ''Regίonal 

Schools ίn Hellenίstίc Sculpture,"held at the 
Gennadίus Lίbrary from March 15-17. 

~ · 

At the Annual General Meeting σf the 
American Philσsσphical Sσciety iη 

Philadelphia in April, Robert F. Goheen, 
Secretary σf the Sσciety , presented Homer 
Α. Thompson with the Thσmas Jeffersσn 
Medal fσr Distinguished Achievemeηt ίη 
the Humanities . Mr. Thσmpsση , Prσfessσr 

Emeritus at the Institute fσr Advanced 
Study , received the Sσciety 's highest 
award in the humanities , sσcial sciences, 
σr arts fσr ''a life which has fσstered Greek 
archaeσlσgy thrσugh distiηguished publica
tiσηs and encσuragement σf generatiσns σf 
practitiσηers ." 

At the Sσciety's awards dinner, σver 250 
prσrniηent schσlars aηd scientists gathered 
tσ hσησr the man ''whσ has brσught a 
uηique visiση tσ the field σf archaeσlσgy.'' 
As Mr. Gσheeη stated, " ... ησ fiηd prσved 
tσσ insignificant fσr careful study aηd ησ 
mσηumeηt tσσ dauηtiηg tσ be explaiηed ... 
Hσmer Thσmpsση saw-and cσηtiηues tσ 
see-Greek culture whσle.'' 

~ 

All gσσd thiηgs must cσme tσ aη eηd ... 
after twelve years σf service to the Schσσl, 
Margaret-Anne Butterfield , Assistaηt to 
the υ .S. Directσr, will be leaviηg ση Juηe 
30 to teach full-time at Lawreηceville 

Schσσl iη New Jersey as Director σf the 
Vσcal Prσgram aηd Chapel Admiηistrator. 
That she will be rnissed sσrely gσes withσut 
sayiηg . Οη the σther haηd , all σf us take 
great pride ίη her maηy accσmplishmeηts 
and her success. As everyσηe in the Schσσl 
family knσws , Ms. Butterfield has divid
ed her time betweeη her admi ηi strative 

duties with us aηd her career as musiciaη 
aηd teacher. 

Ms. Butterfield 's respσnsibilities will be 
assumed by Mary Darlington , whσ jσiη
ed the staff ση May 15. 

Fίrst Lady Hίllary Clίnton , accompanίed by her daughter Chelsea, spent March 28-30 ίn 
Greece on an officίal vίsίt to see the 0/ympίc jlame lίt for thίs year's Atlanta Games. Prίor 
to jlyίng to 0/ympίa for the torch-lίghtίng ceremony, the Clίntons spent two days ίn Athens 
and toured the Acropolίs and the Agora wίth John ΜcΚ. Camp Π (above left), Dίrector of 
the School 's Agora Excavatίons, and Daphnί Sίmίtίs (second from rίght) , the wίfe of Greek 
Prίme Mίnίster Costas Sίmίtίs . 

Norman Herz, Wieηer Labσratory 1996 
Seηiσr Visitiηg Prσfessσr , received the fif
teeηth anηual Pσmeraηce Α ward fσr Scieη
tific Cσηtributiσηs to Archaeσlσgy σf the 
Archaeσlσgical Iηstitute σf America fσr his 
wσrk ση light stable isσtopes in marble aηd 
limestoηe quarries σf the Mediterraηeaη. 
The award was giveη duriηg the Institute's 
97th Aηηual Meeting in Saη Diegσ last 
December . 

Ιη late March , Theresa Homisak jσiηed 
the υ. S. staff σf the ASCSA in the ηewly 
created pσsitiση σf Develσpmeηt 

Assσciate. As such, she will be wσrking 
ση all aspects σf the Schσσl ' s fuηd-raisiηg 
and develσpmeηt effσrts . She has advanced 
degrees iη law and art history , and prac
ticed as a lawyer fσr maηy years befσre 
mσviηg iηto the wσrld σf ησt-fσr-prσfit 
σrgaηizatiσηs. , 

~( 

New Find at 
Publications 

Because σf the fσrtuitσus discσvery 
σf a lσst shipmeηt , Alisσn Fraηtz 's 

Agora ΧΧ: The Church of the Holy 
Apostles is agaiη available frσm the 
Schσσl 's Publicatiσηs Office . The 
vσlume has beeη σut σf priηt siηce 
1991 . Thσse iηterested iη purchasiηg 

a cσpy shσuld cσηtact Patricia Tanner 
ίη the Publicatiσηs Office: tel . 609-
734-8387 , fax 609-924-0578. The cσst 
is $30.00 plus shipping. 
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Wίllίam Murray, Whίtehead Vίsίtίng Professor 
1995-96, followίng hίs January 23rd lecture 
at the School, 'Όctavίan 's Campsίte 
Memorίal and the Battle of Actίum. '' 

loannίs Sakellarakίs , from the Natίonal 
Archaeologίcal Museum , at the receptίon 
followίng hίs presentatίon of ''7he Mίnoan 

Peak Sanctuary on Kythera , " whίch opened 
the School 's 1995-96 Leι:ure Serίes ίn 
November. 



School Reports 
"Captive Gods": Augustus 
and Athenian Religion 

Returπiπg to Atheπs last September, Ι 
begaπ a study of Atheπiaπ religioπ ίπ the 
Augustaπ period, hopiπg to add a πew 
dimeπsioπ to our uπderstaπdiπg of cross
cultural iπflueπces betweeπ Romaπs aπd 
Atheπiaπs. How did the Romaπs who liv
ed ίπ Atheπs, or passed through it as 
tourists , respoπd to the cults which they 
eπcouπtered here? Απd, ίπ turn, how is the 
Romaπ preseπce retlected ίπ πew or 
modified cults, aπd ίπ the "sacred laπd
scape" of the city? The Augustaπ period 
is ideal for such a study because it saw a 
religious reπaissaπce ίπ sacred buildiπgs, 
both πew aπd restored , and cults, both πew 
aπd revived. 

lt was a time of religious revival iπ 
Rome as well, aπd Ι am particularly iπ
terested ίπ fiπdiπg retlectioπs of the 
Emperor's Romaπ programs ίπ Augustaπ 

Atheπs. Α coπspicuous example is the 
"itiπeraπt" Classical temple iπ the Agora, 
which was moved block by block to its pre
seπt site, reassembled, aπd rededicated to 
Ares. Α coππectioπ betweeπ this 
traπsplanted temple aπd the Romaπ im
perial dyπasty is implicit iπ the Atheπian 
iπscriptioπ celebratiπg Gaius Caesar, 
Augustus' heir appareπt, as a ''new Ares." 
The ideπtificatioπ of Gaius aπd Ares makes 
seπse oπly ίπ the light of Romaπ-aπd 

specifically Augustan-religioπ . Augustus 
himself advertised a close associatioπ with 
Mars (Ultor), ded icatiπg a magπificeπt 
temple to the god ίπ his imperial forum ίπ 
2 B.C. 

The other side of the coiπ is the Athe
πiaπ respoπse. Here, Ι am largely coπcerπ
ed with hoπors bestowed οπ Augustus ίπ 
Atheπs, aπd how we should view them ίπ 
the coπtext of Helleπic aπd Romaπ 

religious traditioπs. The Roma-Augustus 
moπopteros is the most importaπt moπu
meπt to be coπsidered ίπ this coππectioπ . 

It has beeπ variously iπterpreted as a pro
pagaπdistic statemeπt ofRome's greatπess, 
aπ attempt to wίπ over Augustus wheπ his 
relatioπs with Atheπs had brokeπ dowπ , or 
a dedicatioπ made out of gratitude. The last 
iπterpretatioπ, coπsisteπt with Atheπiaπ 
religious teπdeπcies ίπ earlier periods, is, 
Ι believe, the correct οπe. Ι have fouπd 
πothiπg to suggest that the religious ''meπ
talities'' of Atheπiaπs of the Augustaπ 
period differed sigπificaπtly from those of 
their aπcestors. 

My sources for the dissertatioπ ruπ the 
gamut from Attic iπscriptioπs to Ovid's Ars 
Anwtoria. Receπtly Ι have beeπ miπiπg the 

Latin sources from the Augustaπ period for 
refereπces to Atheπs aπd her religious 
traditioπs. These are pleπtiful, though ποt 
always explicit, especially wheπ Romaπ 
treatmeπt of Greek saπctuaries is at issue. 
For example, Livy's πumerous commeπts 
οπ Romaπ appropriatioπ of Greek sacred 
objects, though they are osteπsibly applied 
to eveπts of the remote past, must have 
had-aπd beeπ iπteπded to have-some 
resoπaπce for coπtemporary audieπces. 
Οπe of the most valuable thiπgs emer

giπg from my research is a vivid picture 
of the fuπdameπtal differeπces ίπ religious 
meπtalities of Romaπs aπd Atheniaπs. The 
archaeological evideπce from Augustaπ 
Atheπs, combiπed with the testimoπy of 
Augustaπ writers ίπ Rome, enhances our 
uπderstaπdiπg of how the two peoples 
perceived their gods, aπd what the gods 
provided for them. 

Karen Edwards 
Doreen C. Spitzer Fellow 1995-96 

~ 

Mary Β. Rίchardson puzzlίng over an ίn

scrίptίon ίn the Stog of Attalos. Photo Κ. 
Stamm, Agora Excάvatίons 

Lawgivers in Fourth
Century Athens 

The Assembly of Atheπs , ίπ which the 
citizenry gathered to debate and decide the 
laws of the city-state, is the vivid hallmark 
of classical Atheniaπ democracy preseπted 
by Thucydides aπd Aristophanes, aπd by 
the remaiπs of the assembly-place οπ the 
Ρπyχ . For most ofthe fifth ceπtury B.C. , 
this maiπstay of the democracy coπtiπued 
iπ its traditioπal form, but iπ the fiπal 

decade of the ceπtury its tasks were abrupt
ly curtailed. Duήπg the πext huπdred years 
laws ίπ Atheπs were πο loπger ''resolved 
by the people iπ assembly,'' but were 

" resol ved by the nomothetai, " the 
"lawgivers." This curious departure from 
classical practice is the topic of my 
dissertatioπ. 

The aπcieπt writers to whom we routiπe
ly tum for our knowledge of fourth-ceπtury 
Atheπs pass over the πomothetai in sileπce, 
aπd our evideπce of the πew lawgivers is 
preserved only ίπ documents iπcideπtally 
πotiπg their activity. Pride of place amoπg 
these sources has been giveπ to the scat
tered allusioπs to the πomothetai iπ fourth
ceπtury speeches, but these hasty asides by 
the orators Demostheπes, Aπdokides aπd 

Aeschines allow us to compose oπly the 
briefest outliπe of the iπstitutioπ of the 
πomothetai. Happily, chance aπd a ceπtury 
of excavatioπ have preserved a source 
which takes us directly to the πomothetai: 
stelae iπscribed with the laws which they 
passed. 

It is the study of these laws, from ex
cavatioπs in the Atheπiaπ agora aπd from 
three πearby sites in Attica, to which Ι have 
directed my attentioπ this year. Οπe amoπg 
them , the law οπ tyraπny which bears a 
relief of Democracy crowπiπg Demos , is 
ποw familiar to maπy from the " Birth of 
Democracy " exhibitioπ. Each ofthe laws 
provides, as does this οπe , exhilaratiπg , 

firsthand testimoπy , aπd each iπscribed 
liπe fill s out our picture of the respoπsi
bilities eπtrusted to the πomothetai. Ekiπg 
out evideπce from the stoπes is at oπce aπ 
arrestiπg aπd challeπgiπg opportuπity to 
draw a clearer picture of the πew lawgivers 
ίπ classical Atheπs . 

Mary Β. Richardson 
Eugene Vanderpool Fellow 1995-96 

~ 

The Aqueduct of Hadrian 
Over the course of the past tweπty years 

scholars have paid iπcreasiπg atteπtioπ to 
cross-cultural relatioπships betweeπ Rome 
aπd the various peoples who were absorb
ed iπto her Empire, focusing, iπ particular, 
οπ politics , religioπ , art aπd techπology . 

lt is withiπ this coπtext that Ι am iπvesti
gatiπg the Hadriaπic aqueduct iπ Atheπs , 

loπg knowπ from Cyriacus of Aπcoπa 's 
sketches, made ίπ 1436 A.D., which show 
the remaiπs of a tetrastyle Ionic faς:ade aπd 
its Latiπ dedicatory inscriptioπ. The text 
states that the Romaπ Emperor Aπtoπiπus 
Pius " ... completed aπd dedicated the 
aqueduct, which had beeπ beguπ by his 
father the Divine Hadrian ... " iπ 140 A.D . 
Accouπts by later travelers to Atheπs place 
the faς:ade ίπ froπt of a rock-cut settliπg 
basiπ located iπ modem Dexameni Square. 
Duriπg the past two years Ι have used 

a variety of resources to trace the route of 
continued on page 11 
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Aqueduct 
conιinued from page. /0 

the aqueduct in Athens . Thanks to the 
School 's new AutoCad system, Ι was able 
to develop a computer-generated map on 
which Ι superimposed details taken from 
both early travelers' and modern surveyors' 
maps and descriptions. Blueprints in the 
Blegen Library show elevations for the en
tire length of the aqueduct and corroborate 
19th century accounts of water travelling 
along a steady grade, controlled by gravity 
alone. Roman technological advances , 
such as a pressure system, were not used 
in the Athenian system. 

Blegen 
Libr"'ary 

~50 neters 
~ 
Ι PetrdtΙ 

Ο=- Accεss shaΓ"t , here dro wn to sca t ε> . 
\Jιd th or Aqutduct t uMel not to scote . 

Computerίzed map showίng Hadrίan 's 
Aqueduct near the School. From α hand
drawn map , c. 1924, Blegen Lίbrary Ar
chίves , ASCSA, dίgίtίzed and edίted by S. 
Leίgh. 

My study of the aqueduct's main tunnel 
was greatly aided by the rediscovery
conveniently behind the Gennadius Library 
-of a section of the tunnel and one of the 
access shafts above it. This is the only sec
tion of the aqueduct which was not re-used 
in the modern waterworks of Athens, and 
which had not been previously well docu
mented. The tunnel in this area provides 
valuable comparative evidence as it was 
cut through the hard lirnestone of Lykabet
tos Hill and did not require the brick 
vaulting and structural walls which 
characterize the aqueduct where it passes 
through the soft Athenian schist . 

Also located in the vicinity of the 
School, at Dexameni Square, are the re
mains of two steps and two column bases 
on which rested the Ionic faςade seen by 
Cyriacus. On the basis of both documen
tary and archaeological evidence, Ι have 
determined that the modern structure takes 
the form of the ancient building, a three
aisled basilica with rear apse. Because 
three-aisled basilicas were used as orna
mental fountains in a number of private 
villas throughout Italy , Ι propose that the 
Athenian structure was actually a monu
mental Roman Nymphaeum. 

The study of Hadrian ' s aqueduct in 
Athens can contribute specific details of 
construction and environmental adaptation 
to our understanding of the monuments 
with which the Philhellene Emperor 
Hadrian chose to honor Athens. These 
details make a very interesting case study 
of how Roman technology mingled with 
local practice when building such a funda
mental structure as a water supply system. 

Shawna Leίgh 
Student Assocίate Member 1995-96 

Marble 
continιιed Jroιn page 7 

electron-spin resonance analysis (ESR) 
compares trace element concentrations , 
widths between the Mn2 + ion and other 
peaks on the ESR spectrum. Finally, ac
cessory and trace rnineral compositions are 
being determined by X-ray diffractometry. 
Discrirninate function and cluster analysis 
will synthesize the data and distinguish in
dividual quarry signatures based on shared 
attributes . 

It is anticipated that these results wiJI not 
only refine the current database for the 
Pentelic region as a whole, but will also 
provide signatures for individual Pentelic 
quarries or groups of quarries. By refining 
the database, this research will assist 
archaeologists, art historians and museum 
curators in determining the provenance of 
marble artifacts as well as enhancing our 
understanding of ancient marble extraction 
practices on Mount Pentelikon. For exam
ple, if a match can be made between Par
thenon samples and an individual quarry 
or group of quarries, then it will be possi
ble to date periods of operation for these 
quarries. Furthermore, if a marble artifact 
is found to be from a dated quarry, then 
the artifact itself can be dated. Determining 
the exact quarry , or set of quarries , from 
which the Parthenon marble was extracted 
is only one example ,ιof the type of ques
tions this study can help to answer . 

Earrings 

Scott Pike 
Actίng Dίrector, 

Wiener Laboratory 1995-96 

~ 

coιιtinιιed from page 7 

the Iron Age through the Hellenistic 
period , is the subject of my dissertation. 
Α variety of materials was used to create 

earrings ; gold , silver , bronze, copper, 
even terracotta and wood, the latter two 
gilded imitations of costlier metals . Cer
tain basic forms appear throughout the 
Mediterranean; however , details and 
techniques vary widely. These variations 
permit me to reconstruct the spread of 

motifs and techniques , as well as the trade 
in precious metals-, within these regions . 

Not only the surviving earrings but also 
representations of them on sculpture, 
vases, terracotta figurines , and coins, 
allow us to understand how, when, and by 
whom, they were worn . For example, ear
rings are one of the most consistently 
represented pieces of jewelry worn by the 
Acropolis koraί , appearing even more fre
quently than necldaces or bracelets. It is 
interesting to note , especially in sculpture 
and vase painting, that some of the earring 
types which are depicted are not 
represented among the actual finds. 

An additional context is provided by the 
written sources , especially the surviving 
temple inventories . One finds valuable in
formation preserved in these lists, infor
mation which suggests that jewelry was af
fordable to almost any class. That certain 
earrings were dedicated specifically to the 
cult statues is demonstrated by the Par
thenon and Delian inventories. Such 
evidence is confirmed by finds at the sanc
tuaries of Ephesus, Perachora, and Olym
pia. The written evidence, considered 
together with archaeological finds, allows 
me to study a very personal connection be
tween the dedicator and the deity . 

Ραίι· of gold earrίngs, 9th century Β. C., 
Agora Museum , Athens. 

The study of earrings, and representa
tions of earrings in other media and 
literature, has enabled me to address their 
chronological , stylistic, and technical 
aspects in ancient Greece. Having estab
lished this foundation , Ι can then examine 
the cross-cultural use of similar forms in 
different societies . Their types , distribu
tion , and development reflect issues con
cerning status , wealth , gender , trade , 
techniques , and artistic interconnections in 
the ancient Mediterranean world. 

Alexίs Q. Castor 
Student Assocίate Member 1995-96 
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ΝΕΗ Fellow Studies Votive Reliefs 
Carol Lawton (ASCSA SS1970, Assocίate Member 1976-80, Eugene Vanderpool 
Fellow 1977) , Assocίate Professor in the Art Department of Lawrence Unίversίty 
and the second recipίent of the School 's ΝΕΗ Fellowshίp in Classical and Byzantίne 
Studίes, descrίbes her work in the Athenίan Agora. 

When most people think of the Athenian 
Agora they think primarily ofthe political 
and commercial center of the city . But the 
Agora was also an important religious 
center , the site of temples, open-air 
shrines, and altars. Athenians would have 
visited these sacred places, located as they 
were in the midst of their daily business , 
far more frequently than the imposing 
temples on the Acropolis. The Athenians' 
individual attention to the sacred places is 
attested by the private votives they 
dedicated there as a form of prayer or 
thanks to the gods and heroes whom they 
regarded as their protectors and benefac
tors . Many of their dedications were in the 
form of marble votive reliefs . These were 
sculpted plaques depicting deities or 
heroes, often in the company of the wor
shippers , and sometimes with inscriptions 
giving the reasons for the dedications . 
Perhaps as many as 500 such reliefs, or 
fragments of them, have been recovered 
by the School's excavations in the Agora . 
Through the School ' s ΝΕΗ Fellowship , Ι 
have had the opportunity to spend the en
tire year in Athens studying the reliefs and 
preparing them for eventual publication in 
a volume of the Agora series . 

The first part of the project required sort
ing through the hundreds of fragments of 
reliefs stored in the north basement of the 
Stoa of Attalos in order to determine which 
were votive reliefs. As the votives were 
identified, they were sent first to Agora 

Α fragmentary votίve relίef depίctίng the 
healίng deίtίes Asklepίos and Hygίeίa, from 
the excavatίons of the Athenίan Agora. 
Photo Agora Excavatίons 

Conservator Alice Paterakis and her staff 
for cleaning and conservation , and then to 
Photographers Craig and Marie Mauzy. 
Next came the often challenging process , 
conducted as much in the Blegen Library 
as in the Stoa, of trying to figure out what 
the usually fragmentary reliefs originally 
represented; and when , to whom , and by 
whom they were dedicated. 

Ι have so far identified reliefs depicting 
or dedicated to Apollo , Aphrodite, Artemis , 

Underwater Robot Sheds Light on Battle 
Willίam Μ. Murray (ASCSA SS1973, Member 1978-81 , Eugene Vanderpool Fellow 
1979-80, Universίty of South Florίda, Department of History), who returned to the 
School thίs year as α Whίtehead Vίsίtίng Professor, reports belόw on hίs contίnuing 
investίgatίons ίnto Greek naval hίstory. 

Ι arrived at Athens airport with my wife 
Suzanne (ASCSA 1978-80) , my son Alex , 
and nine pieces of luggage, including two 
computers and a large Igloo cooler pack
ed full of video gear and computer parts . 
Ι was ready for a major debate with 
customs officials over the equipment, but 
to my amazement and delight, we were 
waved through without a fuss. Ι remember 
thinking at that time, ' Ίf only the whole 
year would go so smoothly ." It has . 

Thank goodness my computers and 
video gear not only made it into the coun
try, but worked when Ι plugged them into 
the wall . For without this equipment, Ι 
would have been unable to organize two 

years ' worth of sonar and video data and 
begin the process of determining what it 
all meant. The data stemrned from my 
underwater survey for The Actium Project, 
conducted with the Ministry of Culture 
during the sumrners of 1993 and 1994 near 
modern Preveza. Our object was to search 
for remains from the famous Battle of Ac
tium, fought off the entrance to the Am
bracian Gulf on September 2, 31 B.C. Our 
remote sensors included a side scan sonar 
and an underwater robot fitted with a video 
camera. 

The most important data came from 12 
hours of video, recorded by the underwater 
robot from seven of our most interesting 

Asklepios and · Hygieia , Athena, the 
Charites, Demeter. and Kore, Herakles, the 
Mother of the Gods, Pan and the Nymphs , 
and Zeus Meilichios, major deities whose 
presence in or near the Agora was already 
known from other sources such as inscrip
tions or ancrent literature. In addition to 
these , the Agora excavations have yielded 
tantalizing reliefs dedicated to foreign 
deities such as the moon god Men, wor
shipped in Asia Minor , and to unnamed or 
otherwise unknown heroes whose impor
tance in the Agora has not yet been fully 
examined, and whose reliefs may shed 
more light on the role of Athenian popular 
religion in the Agora . 

Once the cataloging of the reliefs has 
been completed, the focus of the project 
will shift to larger art historical , 
topographical and religious issues . Ι will 
examine, for example, the sources of the 
iconography of the reliefs and their rela
tionship to other Athenian sculpture. An 
examination of their find spots may give 
us new information about the location of 
sanctuaries and shrines in and around the 
Agora. The reliefs should tell us something 
about the duration and relative popularity 
of the various cults of the Agora, and their 
relationship to other monuments and in
stitutions in the ancient city center. By ex
amining the inscriptions and the depiction 
of worshippers themselves, we may also 
be able to learn something about the iden
tity and social and economic status of the 
dedicators. The study of the votive reliefs 
from the Agora is a large project that will 
take some years to complete , but it is one 
which has been given a substantial begin
ning with the support of the ASCSA and 
its ΝΕΗ Fellowship . 

sonar targets. At one of these sites we 
noticed some artifacts that bear further in
vestigation. Using a device that digitizes 
video images into computer files , Ι 
" grabbed" numerous views of these arti
facts from the video images and then 
enhanced them with a digital processor . 
This technique allowed me to bring out 
specific details not easily seen without the 
enhancement. The largest object is quite 
large , more than a meter in length , curved, 
and appears to be metallic (I have ΝΟ idea 
what it is) . lt is surrounded by three ovoid 
stones that resemble catapult balls. 

The first phase of my library work 
focused on collecting comparanda for these 
stones (I found numerous similar ex
amples) , but Ι soon expanded my sights to 
include all aspects of Hellenistic naval war
fare. My research has been a fascinating 
process of discovery aided considerably by 

contiιιued οιι page 15 
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New Notion of Hellenistic Religion 
Jon D. Mikalson (University of Virginiα) jirst cαme to the ASCSA in 1968-69 αs the Jαmes 
Rignαll Wheeler Fellow, αnd hαs been α member ofthe Mαnαging Committee since 1978. 
His yeαr spent in Athens as one ofthe School 's WhiteheaΔ Visiting Professors for 1995-96, 
has fαcilitαted completion of α detαiled stuΔy on Clαssicαl traΔitions in Hellenistic religίon. 

My earlier work on popular religion in 
Classical Athenian life and literature \ed 
me occasionally into the Hellenistic period, 
where Ι was repeatedly struck by apparent
ly strong ties to Classical traditions . This 
in turn made me question , especially for 
Athens , the accuracy of the usual portrayal 
of Hellenistic times as a period of religious 
decay , an era marked by the decline of the 
state cults of the great Olympians and the 
rise of private cults dedicated to exotic 
oriental deities, and by the flourishing of 
magic and astrology . Was religion in 
Hellenistic Athens, even in late He\lenistic 
Athens , fundamentally different from what 
it had been in the C\assical period? Over 
several years Ι collected widely scattered 
ancient evidence, mostly from inscriptions 
and occasional comments in the historians 
and Plutarch . While much good work on 
individual Athenian inscription , cults , 
deities , and festivals had already been 
done, no one had put the material together 
into a comprehensive study and tested it 
against the more general notions of 
Hellenistic religion. 
Το measure change one must have a 

base, and for this Ι chose the Lycurgan 
period, those ten years of religious , 
economic, and social revival in Athens 
after the Battle of Chaeroneia in 338 B.C. 
In religious matters Lycurgus and his con
temporaries clearly used the Periclean age 
as a model which, for Athens, establishes 
a continuity in religion between the fifth 
century and the \ate fourth century . My 
task is to trace, chronologically , both the 
continuity and the changes in religion in 
Athens for the next 250 years, down to the 
devastation caused by the Roman general 
Sulla in 86 B.C. 

During those 250 years the Athenians 
were buffeted by various Macedonian 
kings and generals , \osing the Lamian War 
in 322 Β . C. , being ''liberated" from 
Cassander's rule by Demetrios Poliorcetes 
in 307 B.C. only to be oppressed by him, 
revolting unsuccessfully from Antigonos 
Gonatas in the 260's B.C., ''buying'' their 

freedom from the Macedonians in 229 
B.C., and finally , after 167 B.C., enjoy
ing the renewed prosperity that came with 
the acquisition of Delos. Each of these 
events brought a change in religion, from 
the ruler cult instituted for Demetrios ίη 
307 B.C . to the temporary loss of the 
quadrennial Panathenaia after 260 Β . C., 
from the new cult of Demos and the 
Charites after 229 B.C. to the sudden ac
quisition and management of the Delian 
cults after 167 B.C. The epigraphical 
evidence indicates clearly , however , that 
each time the Athenians recovered their 
freedom from the Macedonians and could 
order their lives as they wished , they at
tempted to reestablish their traditional 
religious practices . Ruler cult was largely 
abolished and the festivals were restored , 
with even greater grandeur when the 
economy allowed . 

The changes we see are subtle , mostly 
in the late Hellenistic period . After 229 
B.C. young people participated more in the 
state cult , boys in their role as ephebes , 
girls in various roles especially in the cult 
of Athena Polias. Following the malicious 
destruction of the rural sanctuaries of At
tica by Philip V in 200 B.C., only those 
which somehow reflected the glorious vic
tories of Marathon and Salarnis in the fifth 
century B.C . were repaired and restored. 
And only after their experience on the very 
cosmopolitan Delos do we find Athenians 
importing oriental cults and worshipping 
in them side by side with foreigners . But 
even amidst these and other changes , the 
Athenians adhered closely to their 
Classica\ traditions . 

During my year .as a Whitehead Pro
fessor , as Ι bring this book to completion , 
Ι have benefited immensely from the op
portunity for (mostly) uninterrupted work, 
from the superb library ofthe School, but 
most of al\ from expert advice on all mat
ters religious and topographical from 
Judith Binder, John Camp, and other 
scholars who so enrich the School's 
environment. 

U.S. Offices Move to New Quarters 
As of July 1, 1996, the School ' s U. S. headquarters and the Publications Office 

wi\1 move to new quarters in downtown Princeton , New Jersey . The address is 
6-8 Charlton Street, Princeton , NJ 08540. Fu\1 information wi\1 be sent as soon 
as it is available. 

Laborat9ry News 
Lab Announces Third 
Archaeology Workshop 

The ·Wien~r Laboratory and the W.F . 
Albright Institute of Archaeolog ica l 
Research in Jerusalem are co-organizing 
a series of workshops titled, "The Prac
tical Impact of Science on Field Ar
chaeology : Maintaining Long-Term 
Analytical Options," to be held at Hebrew 
University and Tel Aviv University in 
Israel between October 27-30, 1996. 

Following two earlier workshops 
organized by the Wiener Lab and 
generously supported by the Samuel Η . 
Kress Foundation and the Institute for 
Aegean Prehistory , this year 's program 
has been refined to fit the needs and in
terests of a new audience. In addition to 
overviews of the scientific techniques 
available to archaeology and the conditions 
of recovery and storage required to main
tain analytica\ integrity in material finds, 
time will be set aside for group discussions 
and one-to-one interaction . The new for
mat will open the exchange between disci
plines, affording participants the oppor
tunity to gain understanding, technical 
knowledge and insight into each other's 
specialties. 

Scholars interested in participating in the 
workshops should contact Scott Pike, Ac
ting Director, The Wiener Laboratory , 
ASCSA , 54 Souidias Street, GR-106 76 
Athens . 

Greek, American and British 
Scholars Hold Discussions 

'Ίssues Related to Archaeological 
Science: Α Round Table Discussion Series 
in Four Parts ,' ' organized by the Wiener 
Laboratory, the Fitch Laboratory of .the 
British School at Athens, and the Archaeo
metry Laboratory at the National Research 
Center for Physical Science "Demokritos,'' 
was held from March 13th through April 
3rd, with weekly sessions split between the 
Fitch and Wiener Laboratories. 

Addressing theoretical issues , a 
facilitator opened the discussion each week 
with general comments about the session's 
specific subject. Topics covered and their 
facilitators were : Bias (Ian Whitbread, 
Fitch Lab) , Statistics (Vassilis Kilikogou , 
Archaeometry Lab) , Scale (Scott Pike , 
Wiener Lab), and Chronology (Yannis 
Maniatis, Archaeometry Lab) . 

We\1 attended, the discussions proved to 
be a valuable exchange for members ofthe 
laboratory community , as well as the 
broader membership of the American and 
British Schools . 
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ASCSA Oversees Active '95 Season 
The School owes α debt of gratίtude to the Greek Mίnίstry of Culture and ίts 
Department of Prehίstorίc and Classίcal Antίquίtίes and to all the Ephoreίas of 
Antίquίtίes for facίlίtatίng ίts work, on whίch W.D.E. Coulson , Dίrector of the 
School, reports below. 

The School 's own excavations at Cor
inth are highlighted in this current issue of 
the Newsletter , and those in the Agora 
were the subject of an article in the Fall 
1995 Newsletter, pp. 1, 8-10. My report 
for 1995 will concentrate on the excava
tions of Cooperating Institutions . 

James R. McCredie, Director ofthe In
stitute of Fine Arts at New York Univer
sity, concluded his third and final season 
of excavation in the Sanctuary of the Great 
Gods on Samothrace . Work was confined 
to the foundations and immediate periphery 
of the Hall of Dancing Maidens (the 
former Temenos) , whose true extent and 
appearance had been revealed in 1994; and 
to tests in the western slope of the Eastern 
Hill , east of the Hieron . Further investiga
tion of the Hall 's south and east founda
tions showed that their anomalies resulted 
not from the existence of earlier buildings 
or monuments on this site, but rather from 
the manner in which the foundations were 
constructed. Only the center portion of the 
door-wa11 and several blocks of the median 
wall appear to be remnants of an earlier 
building . The rest of the foundation was 
built of reused sandstone, conglomerate, 
and limestone laid on a sub-foundation of 
large polygonal fieldstones. 

The plan of the building consisted of two 
long rooms, each fronted by a projecting 
wing of the porch. The western room ap
pears to have been lower than the eastern 
and was provided with an eschara and 
bothroί , successors of earlier cult installa
tions on its site. There is no evidence of 
earlier activity in the preserved portion of 

the eastern room. The foundation for the 
deep porch, which lay between the col
umns of the faς:ade and the door-wall , con
sisted of a packing of fieldstones and earth. 
It contained pottery from the sixth and fifth 
centuries B.C., which, together with the 
bones of sacrificial victims , give evidence 
of earlier cult activity. It is not clear, 
however, whether that activity took place 
on the site of the porch or elsewhere. 

At Kommos in south-central Crete, 
Joseph Shaw ofthe University ofToronto 
also concluded his final season. The ex
cavation trenches here are all within two 
monumental ashlar civic buildings south of 
the east-west Minoan road. The larger is 
Late Minoan Ι Building Τ, palatial in style 
with four wings set around a central court. 
The original ensemble is some 6,000 
square meters, larger than the Palace at 
Kato Zakros but smaller than that at 
Phaistos. Building Ρ , composed of six 
large galleries facing the seashore, was set 
upon Γs east wing during Late Minoan 
ΙΙΙΑ2 . These galleries are interpreted as 
serving for ship storage during the winter. 

There was evidence for both the 
predecessor and the successor of Building 
Τ . Tests within the South Stoa of Τ, and 
elsewhere in the building , showed that it 
rested upon a monumental Protopalatial 
(Middle Minoan ΙΙΒ) predecessor. Con
versely , when Building Τ went out of use 
in Late Minoan ΙΑ, a large pottery lάln 
with a fire pit adjoining four sloping flues 
was constructed within the South Stoa 
(Fig. 1) . The lάln , found with pottery inside 
it and surrounded by a large pottery dump 

Fig. I : Kommos, Late Mίnoan I Palatίal Stoa of Buίldίn!ζ Τ and later kίln , from east. 

containing wasters, constitutes an unusual 
Minoan find, since past excavations have 
rarely been able to attribute pottery to a 
specific kiln. It will become the subject of 
a special study in terms of structure, pot
tery production, and comparative petro
graphic and ohemical characterization, as 
well as firing temperature. 

In synergasίa with the 24th Ephoreia of 
Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities of 
Ayios Nikolaos, excavations by the 
School's Director and Metaxia Tsipopou
lou of the 24th Ephoreia continued at the 
Late Minoan IIIC site of Halasmenos in 
East Crete. Το date , portions of six 
buildings, one small tholos tomb, and an 
upper settlement at Katalimata have been 
discovered. At the site itself, excavations 
have taken place in two areas (Α and Β) 
separated from each other by a rocky out
crop. One of the largest units was 
discovered in Area Α and consists of at 
least five rooms, one of which may have 
been used for domestic cult, since ash, 
bumt pottery, parts of a necklace, a bronze 
ring , and a bull figurine were found in two 
areas of burning ο η the floor. Two other 
cult rooms, one yielding the figurine of a 
goddess with upraised arms and the other 
a ram figurine, may also be identified in 
the units of Area Β . These units are com
prised of two to three rooms, one of which 
can be identified by means of the hearth, 
coolάng ware, and stone tools, as a lάt
chen; and the other, by means of the 
preponderance of storage vessels, as a 
storeroom. Since the floors of the rooms 
have been left largely undisturbed, the ex
cavations have begun to yield evidence, not 
only for the functions of the individual 
rooms and their relation to one another, but 
also for the form and layout of a late
Bronze-to-early-Iron Age settlement in 
East Crete. 

In addition to the above excavations , 
survey, cleaning, and trial excavations 
were conducted at Eliki by Steven Soter, 
Smithsonian Institution, with Dora Kat
sonopoulou and the 6th Ephoreia of 
Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities of 
Patras ; at the Palace of Nestor at Ano 
Englianos by Fred Cooper, University of 
Minnesota; in the Northwest Peloponnese 
jointly by Fred Cooper and Joseph 
Alchermes, University of Minnesota; and 
at Chrysokamino near Kavousi in East 
Crete by Philip Betancourt, Temple 
University. Study seasons took place in 
connection with previous excavations at 
Halai , Halieis, Isthmia, Kavousi, Lerna, 
Nemea, and Tsoungiza; in connection with 
surveys at Gournia, Pylos, and Vrokastro; 
and , in connection with joint Greek
American excavations and surveys at Ac
tium, Mochlos, Preveza, and Pseira . 
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In Memoriam 
Annie C. Graham, nee Hare, Ph.D. 

Jσhns Hσpkins, distinguished classicist, 
specialist in Rσman mσsaics , wife σf the 
late Greek archaeσ lσgi st James Walter 
Graham, died peacefull y in Τσrσηtσ , 

March 19, 1996, at the age σf 87 . She is 
survived by twσ daughters, Christine 
Phillips σf Tσrσnto and Margaret Levesσn 
σf New Yσrk , and a sσn , James Rσbert
sσn Graham σfLearningtσn , Ontariσ . Bσth 

Annie and James Walter Graham are 
remembered as lσng-time friends σf the 
Schσσ l . 

* * * 
Stephen Hancσck Lσnsdale , a Summer 

Sessiσn student at the ASCSA in 1973 and 
a Friend σf bσth the Schσσl and the Gen
nadius Library , died this past fall in 
Washingtσn , D.C. Α graduate σfbσth Har
vard (Β . Α . ) and Cambridge (Ph.D .) 
Universities, he was an assσciate prσfessσr 
σf classical studies at Davidsσn Cσllege 

frσm 1986 thrσugh 1994, published three 
bσσks and numerσus schσlarly articles ση 
imagery ίη ancient Greece and ση Hσmeric 
epic , and was a 1990-91 Juniσr Fellσw σf 
the Center fσr Hellenic Studies in 
Washington , D.C. 

Robot 
cοιιιίιιιι ed frοιιι page 12 

the students whσ toσk my seminar, " An
cient Navies," during the winter semester. 
Thrσughσut this prσcess Ι have tried tσ 
keep in mind the specific σbjectives fσr 
which Hellenistic warships and the navies 
they cσmpri sed were designed . 

In the past, schσlars have defined the 
burst σf naval building , and the intrσduc
tiσn σf larger and larger ships in the 
Hellenistic periσd , by fσcusing ση the σdd 
names used tσ describe the new designs. 
If we cσnsider that a trίeres is a three-fitted 
vessel and call it a ' ' three,'' then the fσurth 
and third centuries saw the develσpment 
σf "fσurs ," " fives," " sixes," " sevens," 
" eights, " and sσ fσrth , up tσ a cσ\σssa\ 
" fσrty" (nσt every number is represented). 
Because σf their increasing sizes, schσlars 

have assumed that these new ship classes 
were primarily used as flσating platfσrms 

fσr trσσps σf marines whσ bσarded enemy 
ships after a barrage σf catapult fire . The 
Iσgical premise fσllσwed that newer and 
larger vessels were intrσduced to beat, in 
sσme way , their smaller predecessσrs . 

Ι have adσpted a different apprσach and 
have fσcused instead ση the physica1 
characteristics σf these vessels (sσ far as 
we can deduce them), and the attested uses 

Publications Office Special Sale 
In an effσrt tσ make ίts titles mσre widely available to the American Schσσl cσm

munity , the Publicatiσns Office is hσlding its first special sale σf selected titles , 
many at half price. Lσσk fσr σther sales in future Newsletters. 

SALE PRICE POTTERY 
$35.00 1. Agnes Ν . Stillwell and J. L. Bensσn, Ίhe Potters' Quarter: Ίhe Pottery 

(1984) (Cσrinth XV,iii] $75.00 
$30.00 2. Elizabeth G. Pemberton, Ίhe Sanctuary ofDemeterand Kore: Ίhe Greek 

Pottery (1989) [Cσrinth XVIII,i] $65.00 
$30.00 3. Κathleen Warner Slane, Ίhe Sanctuary of Demeter and Kore: Ίhe Roman 

Pottery and Lamps (1990) [Corinth XVIII ,ii] $65.00 

**BONUS: Buy Corinth XVIII,i and XVIII,ii as a set for $50.00** 

EPIGRAPHY AND HISTORY 
$30.00 4. Mabel L. Lang, Ostraka (1990) [Agora XXV] $55 .00 
$10.00 5. John S. Traill, Ίhe Polίtίcal Organίzatίon of Attίca (1975) [Hesp. Suppl . 

14] $15.00 
**BONUS: Set of two color maps from this volume for $3.50; 

$3.00/set when you order 10 or more. ** 

SCULpτURE 

$20.00 6. Mary C. Sturgeon, Sculpture: Ίhe Relίefsfrom the Ίheater (1977) [Cor
inth IX,ii] $40.00 

$20.00 7. Elizabeth J . Walters, Attίc Grave Relίefs Ίhat Represent Women ίn the 
Dress of /sίs (1988) [Hesp. Suppl. 22] $40.00 

SPECIAL INTEREST 
$10.00 8. C.W.J. Eliot, ed., Campaίgn ofthe Falierί and Piraeus ίn the Year 1827; 

or, Journal of α Volunteer, Beίng the Personal Account of Captain 
Ίhomas Douglas Whίtcombe (1992) [Gennadeion Monograph 5] $20.00 

$10.00 9. Josiah Ober and Charles Hedrick, eds., Ίhe Birth ofDemocracy (pbk., 
1993) $25.00 

AGORA PICTURE BOOKS 
$50.0010. **Sets of all 23 Agora Picture Books are on sale for $50.00 per set 

($69.00 value). ** 

Do not send payment with your order-an invoice will come with your books . 
Postage fees determined at the time the order is shipped, and a hand1ing charge 
of $1.00 will be added to your total. Νο booksellers, please. 

Address all orders to Patricia Tanner, ASCSA Publications Office, c/o lnstitute 
for Advanced Study, Princeton, NJ 08540; tel. 609-734-8387, fax 609-924-0578; 
e-mail ascs@ias.edu. Mention discount code 108. Offer expires December 2, 1996. 

to which these ship~ were put. From this 
perspective, the evblution σf Hellenistic 
naval power follows more than σne path 
of development with tactics that were 
c\early different from thσse developed by 
Rome. Fσr one thing, Hellenistic batt1es 
involved more ramrning, especially bet
ween the larger vessels. One author gσes 
sσ far as tσ tell his patrσn (a general 
emplσyed by σne σf the third century 
Ptolemies) : ' Όrder yσur marines nσt to 
climb out nσr tσ cross σver to an enemy 
vessel but , rather, use the ram." 

During the \ate third and second cen
turies B.C., the largest vessels fell out of 
favor (I am still pondering the reasons 
why) and were replaced by smaller units. 
Why then did Antony reintrσduce these 
larger vessels-his largest were " tens" 

while Octavian 's were "sixes"-into his 
fleet for his final shσwdσwn with Octavian 
in 31 B.C.? What function(s) did he intend 
these ships to perform, and hσw dσes this 
affect our understanding of the battle 
fought on September 2nd off Actium? 

Of course we can never knσw for cer
tain what was in Antony 's mind , but, 
thanks to the σppσrtunity given tσ me by 
the Schσσl this past year , Ι am well ση my 
way to defining the capabilities of his ships 
and the ways in which they shσuld have 
been used, based on these characteristics. 
Pending further confirmation of the arti
facts ση the sea floor, we may alsσ be clσse 
to pinpointing the locatiσn σf the battle 
zone. My year as Whitehead Prσfessor has 
been professiσnally prσductive , and as a 
result, extremely satisfy ing. 
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Blegen Letters Reveal the Man 
In November I 983 the library of the 

University of Cincinnati was 
rededicated and renamed in honor of 
Carl William Blegen, 1887-1971. 
Cedric Boulter ' s recollections of CWB 
ση that occasion appeared in the Winter 

· Ι 984 Newsletter. Blegen 's illustrious 
career and distinguished archaeological 
achievements are matters of record . 

Recently , his nephew , Robert 
Blegen , of Concord, California, has 
collected and edited the letters which 
Carl sent to his family in far-off Min
nesota during the 60 years when his 
own home was Athens. In contrast to 
his professional publications, the letters 
portray the man himse1f; his old-world 
courtesy, unfailing thoughtfulness, 
engaging humor , characteristic modes
ty , subtle powers of observation; his 
lively interest in and contact with peo
ple, places, flora, fauna, history past 
and present; his comfortable erudition ; 
all of which add rich dimensions to the 
work at hand. 

Book I, Life ίn Athens, tells what it 
was like to live in the city after the war. 
On efforts to get domestic help , 
'Έirene is a treasure but so far we have 
had seven girls leave to get married!' ' . 

, The welcome care packages from 
home, of DUZ and chocolate, when 
soap and sweets were in short supply . 
The delicate matter of the Prime 
Minister's dachshunds taking liberties 
ση the doorstep of #9 Plutarch, the 
shared residence of the Hill-Blegens . 
There are memorable episodes: the 
death of Venizelos in \936 , ' Όchi 

Day" in 1940 when Greece gave a re
sounding ΝΟ to ltaly ' s demands , tl1e 
death of Kennedy in 1963. Attendance 

at local ceremonies such as wine
pressings, weddings , baptisms-you are 
there!-and the steady stream of visitors 
in both books which reads like a Who ' s 
Who of notables, many of whom older 
readers will remember . 

Book Il, From Dίstant Fίelds , with a 
helpful chronology , brings to life 
Blegen 's experiences at early excava
tions , following Dδrpfeld at Troy , and 
successive seasons at the Palace of 
Nestor. There are views of rustic life 
in the southern Peloponnesos including 
a delicious side-bar , as it were, ο η the 
varieties of snakes which inhabit the 
palace . One species climbs trees and 
hisses as you pass . Also , if you are in
attentive, browsing goats will remove 
your laundry from the line stretched 
between the olive trees! He tells about 
building and installing the Museum at 
Chora with its unique contents. He re
counts tales of near miracles, losing and 
fιnding precious materials, always giv
ing you that exhilarating sense of ''be
ing there" on the dig . You see it, smell 
it, taste it! 

The set of two books, CWB His Let
ters Home, is available as long as the 
Iimited supply lasts , courtesy of the 
editor, Robert D. Blegen , 6 Eastridge 
Lane, Concord, CA 94518 . They are 
neatly bound 1n paperback , 5-l/2 by 
8-1 /2 inches, with a few photographs. 
Copies are in the School Archives, 
along with the original letters. Απ in
dex would be welcome: Is there a 
volunteer? For further demand and for 
information, please write to: Newslet
ter , ASCSA, 993 L nox Drive, Suite 
101 , Lawrenceville; NJ 08648. 

D. C. Spίtzer 

ΤΗΕ AMERICAN SCHOOL OF 
CLASSICAL STUDIES ΑΤ ATHENS 
993 Lenox Drive , Su ite 1 Ο 1, Lawrenceville , NJ 08648 

Address Correctlon Requested 

The Age of Justinίan: The Circumstances 
of Imperίal Power, by James A.S. Evans, 
Professor of ~lassics at the University of 
British Columbia, ASCSA Seymour Fellow 
1954-55, Chair of the Gennadius Library 
Committee 1977-79, and Gertrude Smith 
Professor SS 1991, was pub1ished in March 
by Routledge, London. The book covers 
Justinian 's wars to recover the Empire and 
the religious struggles of the age , as well 
as the social and economic developments 
which profoundly changed the imperial en
vironment by the end of the century . 

~ 

The Blegen Library Archives was fortu
nate in having a wealth of volunteers this 
year. College Year in Athens was repre
sented by three volunteers, Charleen 
Caprio, Κim Kristensen and Elaine 
Zamanski , who continued the transcrip
tion of Ida Thallon Hill 's old diaries , 
rehoused photographs from the Kenchreai 
collection, and processed old documents 
from the Director' s Office. 

~ 

Makedonίka. Essays by Eugene Ν. Borza , 
edited by Carol G. Thomas, was publish
ed in 1995 by Regina Books. Eugene Ν. 
Borza, Professor Emeritus, State Univer
sity of Pennsylvania, ASCSA SS1957 and 
Member 1967-68, has served on the 
School 's Committee since 1975 and is cur
rently Chair ofthe Committee on Personnel . 

~ 

Kommos: an E.xcavatίon on the South 
Coast of Crete, Vol. 1, edited by Joseph 
W. Shaw, University ofToronto, ASCSA 
1959-60 and Ι 976-77 , Gorham Phillips 
Stevens Fellow 1969-70; and Mary C. 
Shaw, ASCSA 1962-65 and 1969-70, was 
published in 1995 by Princeton University 
Press. The University ofToronto's contin
uing excavations at Kommos began in 
1976, with Mr. Shaw as Field Director. 
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